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Principal-Agent Dilemma

• One person or entity (Agent) 
• makes decisions that affect (or on behalf of) 

another (Principal) 
• Sometimes Agent acts in own best interest  
… rather than those of Principal  
… or the other way around? 

Dilemma: Moral hazard or conflict of interest 
• Different interests & asymmetric information  
   Or asymmetric power relations?









Bonnyrigg, 2004 



Walkways



Radburn planning 
Unsafe & unfurnished public open spaces



•Looks deteriorated 
•Can’t see onto the street or cul-e-sac from houses 



The Bonnyrigg Community 2004

■ Population 3,300 
■ 50% born overseas 
■ Southeast Asian community: 31% (22%) 

■ Aboriginal residents: 5% (0.6%) 

■ Arabic-speaking residents: 6% (8%) 

■ 35% under 18 years (27%) 

■ 43% don’t speak English (well or at all) (32%)



  Why Bonnyrigg?



Redevelopment vision 2004
❑ $500 million 
❑ Improve public domain, parks & pedestrian 

access 
❑ Community safety 
❑ Improve street pattern 
❑ Community facilities 
❑ Tenure mix:  

❑30% public 
❑70% private 

❑ Upgrade some houses 
❑ New houses: mix of apartments, townhouses, 

detached houses 
❑ In stages - up to 10 years



One possible Scenario
2004 Scenario

     Total dwellings 927 2000
     Public & social housing 828 600
     Public & social housing % 89% 30%
     Private dwellings 99 1400
     Offsite dwelling acquisition 228



Role of private partner

■ Masterplanning & consultation 
■ Design & construct roads, parks & 

community facilities 
■ Construct & upgrade public 

housing 
■ New housing for sale 
■ Maintain public housing 
■ Finance project



Community Engagement 
in Bonnyrigg



Phase 1  
(2004-2005)  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The Major Processes
1. Information sessions
2. Small group sessions (BBQs, temples…)

3. Stakeholders workshop
4. SpeakOut
5. 2 Our Bonnyrigg Dream workshops
6. Week with a Camera (children)
7. Capacity-building sessions









Probity Investigations re: Private Partner for PPP



Stakeholders Workshop  
February 2005



April 2005  



Our Bonnyrigg Dream  
Telling the Planners What Really Matters 

2 Community Workshops 



Active Processes
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■      getting to know each other
■     reviewing work to date
■     brainstorming
■     visioning
■  prioritising 
■  learning about master planning
■     drafting master planning  

principles

Active Processes



Been here 25 years



Where does your heart live now?





Where my heart lives now



Day 2  
Saturday  

Our Bonnyrigg Dream Visioning



The most effective approach involves  

Guided Imagery.



This approach is called Heartstorming 
(not Brainstorming)



Opening to Heartstorming



Khmer table participants sharing images.



Identifying the qualities in all the images.



Qualities of the Visions



A “People Place”



IMAGINE WE ARE 
GOING  

TO DEVELOP 
A MASTER PLAN



THE SITE



WATER & ELECTRICITY



ROADS



COUNCIL REGULATIONS  
(ZONING)



OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS  
(WHAT YOU CAN & CAN’T DO)





Governance



A few years later…
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Newleaf wins UDIA NSW’s award  
for Excellence for Urban Renewal  

AUGUST 2011
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4 Steps

Opportunities 
to participate

Expression  
of  
ideas

Communication 
of 
ideas 

Use  
of  
ideas
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Big Barrier:  
Gatekeepers’ Frames of Reference
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Experts Need to Change







Principal-agent dilemma?





Principal-Agent Dilemma

• Or asymmetric power relations 
• How could we, as community 

engagement practitioners, 
protect this community 
– from the private sector? 
– from the impacts of the Global 

Financial Crisis? 
– From a government department 

with no Plan B?



also known as agency dilemma or agency problem  

• one person or entity (the “agent")  

• imake decisions on behalf of, or that influence, another 
person or entity: the “principal” 

• agents motivated to act in their own best interests,  

• contrary to those of their principals  

• example of moral hazard 







1. Defaults & termination of the Project Deed   

2. Termination for adverse market conditions, an uninsurable risk or 
force majeure 

3. General termination arrangements   

4. Termination payments    

5. “Voluntary” termination by Housing     

6. General termination arrangements     

7. Termination payments   

8. Actions to remedy Project Company contract breaches & “defaults” & 
“termination events”  

9. Housing’s general powers to seek remedies or “step in” following 
Project Company, Development Contractor or Ground Lessee 
breaches 

Termination Provisions in the PPP Contract



noun: force majeure 
 
  

unforeseeable circumstances that prevent someone from fulfilling a 
contract. 



If a “force majeure event” occurs, the affected party or 
parties must notify the other parties as soon as 
practicable, providing details of the event, its effects & 
any actions proposed to mitigate the effects. 

Housing, the Project Company & the Partners must then 
consult with each other,  
1. in good faith &  
2. as soon as practicable,  
3. and attempt to agree on appropriate terms to deal  
with the effects of the “force majeure event”  
and 
4. facilitate continued performance of the Project Deed.

Force Majeure Event 
(from contract)



My take is that the global financial crisis and a relatively 
new/small property developer with no capital reserves       to 
fall back on combined to start a chain of events           that 
led to the Bonnyrigg of today.  
The interesting thing is that the tenants warned us  
about this in the discussions I had with them back              in 
2005/6. 
A Plan B would have been a good idea!  

This is the danger of PPP, I guess. 
4 August 2017

Dr Dallas Rogers 
University of Sydney





Thank	you.	

Wendy	Sarkissian	
sarkissian.com.au	
wendy@sarkissian.com.au


